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compound. The cyclic hydrogen bond of cytosine was found to be
weakened by solvation of the polar head in supercritical water. The

change in cytosine structure affects the topological properties of the
radial distribution functions and average end-to-end distance of the

molecule in the supercritical water.Is this Go-pro kid’s camera and body
system a tracker, or just a freakin’ light pole? You, sir or madam, are the

latest victim of a Go-pro tracker that has been roaming through the
streets and mountains of the globe. That’s according to a tweet from

Ryan Gosling’s black-and-white buddy Felix Baumgartner — whom Chris
Hemsworth mentioned in his most recent tweet in which he might just

have used a little bio to endear himself to the Avengers prez. “Victim of
a go pro
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